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A&S International and The Algorithm People partner to help reduce
fleet emissions & fuel consumption
Technical sales consultancy A&S International Ltd (A&S) is pleased to announce a partnership with The
Algorithm People (TAP) due to the synergies that exist between their companies to help clients reduce
not only the emissions of fleets but also fuel consumption.
For the past year A&S International has been an Independent Sales Organisation (ISO) for SulNOx Group
plc – offering their range of eco fuel conditioners that are proven to significantly reduce emissions and
fuel consumption of land based and maritime fleets.
Director Angus Macdonald first came across the TAP team during a recent Motor Transport
Decarbonisation Power Players webinar and was immediately intrigued by their offering and made
contact with Fred Bell their Partnerships Development Manager.
TAP’s key objectives are to help commercial fleet operators decarbonise their fleets and generate up to
30% operational efficiencies via their three pillars of Decarbonisation, Optimisation & Innovation.
“We are excited about the opportunities that exist to work with TAP to help fleets in the UK make
significant savings in both fuel & CO2 at a time when it’s more important than ever. We have been so
impressed with the expertise & experience of their team in decarbonising fleets & generating tangible
operational efficiencies,” said Angus Macdonald, one of the Directors at A&S.
“Fleet operators are under acute pressure to improve efficiency, particularly against the back drop of
rising fuel prices,” commented Colin Ferguson, CEO of The Algorithm People. “It’s clear both A&S and
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we share a common purpose to improve the operational efficiency of our clients and we are looking
forward to working together to that end.”
For further information on A&S International’s range of brands & distributor network please visit:
https://aands.international/our-brands/sulnox/
-EndsA&S International Ltd

A&S International is an experienced UK based technical sales consultancy representing a range of
sustainability focussed machinery lubrication & bioremediation brands via a global network of expert
distributors:
Fluitec, Hosepatch, isoPOD, MAK CHEM International, MAK LUBES International, Oil Spill Eater II,
SulNOx Group, Sylmasta, Viper Wire Rope Lubricator
https://aands.international/our-brands/
The Algorithm People
The Algorithm People specialise in route optimisation, fleet scheduling and electric vehicle
optimisation solutions. The company is based in Newcastle-upon-Tyne.
For further information contact: Colin Ferguson, CEO colin.ferguson@thealgorithmpeople.co.uk
www.thealgorithmpeople.co.uk
www.mytransportplanner.com
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